Factors affecting left ventricular ejection fraction using automated quantitative gated SPECT.
Factors affecting the accuracy of left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) quantification using automated quantitative gated SPECT have not been adequately investigated in patients in the clinical setting. Therefore, the authors studied the effect of defect size and Tc-99m tetrofosmin dose on the accuracy of LVEF calculation using the automated QGS program. Thirty-two consecutive patients underwent gated rest and stress myocardial perfusion SPECT after administration of 8 and 27 mCi Tc-99m tetrofosmin, respectively. The LVEF was obtained for both the rest and stress studies using the QGS program and compared with the LVEF obtained using quantitative echocardiography performed within 2 weeks. Myocardial perfusion defects were recorded as scarring, ischemia, or mixed scarring and ischemia in 12 left ventricular segments. The defect size was evaluated by adding the number of affected segments. The mean LVEF calculated using high-dose stress QGS, low-dose rest QGS, and echocardiography was 49.2% +/- 15%, 46.2% +/- 17% and 48.7% +/- 16.9% respectively, with no statistically significant differences. The LVEF obtained using high-dose stress QGS correlated better with echocardiography than did that obtained using low-dose rest QGS (r = 0.86 versus 0.76). In addition, when the high-dose stress LVEF in the 14 patients with normal myocardial perfusion was compared with that in 11 patients who had one- or two-segment perfusion defects, and 7 patients who had perfusion defects in > or = three segments, there was good correlation with echocardiography in the three patient groups (r = 0.85, 0.88, and 0.91, respectively). Myocardial perfusion defects do not affect the accuracy of LVEF calculation using automated QGS. High-dose gated myocardial SPECT demonstrated better correlation with quantitative echocardiography LVEF results.